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Abstract Structural symmetry is observed in the majority
of fundamental protein folds and gene duplication and
fusion evolutionary processes are postulated to be responsible. However, convergent evolution leading to structural
symmetry has also been proposed; additionally, there is
debate regarding the extent to which exact primary structure symmetry is compatible with efficient protein folding.
Issues of symmetry in protein evolution directly impact
strategies for de novo protein design as symmetry can
substantially simplify the design process. Additionally,
when considering gene duplication and fusion in protein
evolution, there are two competing models: ‘‘emergent
architecture’’ and ‘‘conserved architecture’’. Recent experimental work has shed light on both the evolutionary process leading to symmetric protein folds as well as the
ability of symmetric primary structure to efficiently fold.
Such studies largely support a ‘‘conserved architecture’’
evolutionary model, suggesting that complex protein
architecture was an early evolutionary achievement
involving oligomerization of smaller polypeptides.
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Symmetry in protein structure
Proteins, the essential workhorse molecules of living
organisms, comprise typical proteome sizes of 1–4 9 104
unique proteins [1, 2]. However, examination of protein
tertiary structure reveals the diverse application of a small
number of common structural folds. Notably, the majority
of such fundamental protein folds exhibit internal (i.e.,
rotational, Cn) structural symmetry. Among ten fundamental protein superfolds proposed by Thornton [3], six
exhibit structural symmetry. The evolutionary origin of
structural symmetry (in carp muscle calcium binding protein) was proposed by McLachlan [4] as having emerged
from an ancient homo-oligomeric assembly into a single
polypeptide chain via gene duplication and fusion events.
Subsequent analyses of other proteins with evidence of
primary or tertiary structure symmetry led to an increasing
number of similar proposals (most notably by McLachlan)
[5–13]. The discovery, for example, of four-helix up-down
bundles in both homo-tetramer and homo-dimer forms
provided compelling evidence for its evolution by a gene
duplication and fusion event [13]. The rotational symmetry, Cn, observed in symmetric protein folds typically
varies from n = 2–8 with examples of both even and odd
values. A single gene duplication and fusion event can
yield structural twofold (C2) symmetry, the simplest level
of symmetry (e.g., type I dockerin [14]). Higher symmetry
(e.g., n = 3–8), requires subsequent duplication and fusion
events. Odd-number symmetry (e.g., n = 3, 5, 7) requires
either incomplete (i.e., sub-domain) duplication and fusion,
or duplication and fusion followed by a truncation event
(which can also lead to structural circular permutation) [15,
16]. Domain repeats are thought to arise via tandem
duplication within a gene, where a segment is duplicated
and the copy is inserted next to its origin. Although the
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exact mechanism of tandem duplication is not fully
understood, nonhomologous recombination appears most
likely, and tandem duplication has been identified as a
major evolutionary force in the emergence of extant protein
architecture [17, 18]. Analyses show that proteins with
domain repeats are abundant, with *5 % of the proteome
of Archaea and bacteria containing proteins with domain
repeats (typically 2–9 repeats) and *7–17 % of the proteome of eukaryotes containing proteins with domain
repeats (typically 2–20? repeats) [17]. Duplicated but nonfused genes are even more abundant, with 15–30 % of
Archaea and bacteria genes, and 30–65 % of eukaryotic
genes, showing evidence of duplication [19].
Symmetry in protein structure is of central interest not
only to understanding protein evolution but also in the
application of symmetric design principles to de novo protein design. The application of symmetry in de novo protein
design substantially reduces the complexity of the design
process; however, there remains uncertainty as to the limits
of primary structure symmetry that will yield a foldable
polypeptide [20–22]. Uncertainty regarding the foldability
of symmetric primary structure calls into question the viability of tandem gene duplication in evolutionary processes,
since immediately subsequent to gene duplication and fusion
exact primary structure symmetry would exist. However,
recent experimental work from several groups provides
compelling support for gene duplication and fusion in the
evolution of symmetric protein architecture, with support for
an evolutionary model that is capable of yielding complex
protein architecture with simple peptide motifs. Recent
experimental work also shows that exact primary structure
symmetry is not de facto incompatible with efficient protein
folding, and is a critical result for both de novo protein design
and models of protein evolution. Such experimental studies
have been postulated to probe aspects of protein architecture
and evolution prior to the last universal common ancestor
(LUCA) of living systems.

Emergent versus conserved architecture evolutionary
models

b4 peptide motif (i.e., comprising two bb-hairpins [13])
autonomously folded to yield a correspondingly simple
architecture, similar to the epidermal growth factor (EGF)
fold (Fig. 1). A gene duplication and fusion event yielded a
twofold symmetric (b4)2 architecture as an independently
folding polypeptide, similar to the ecotin fold. A subsequent gene duplication and fusion event involving a b4
motif yielded the extant (b4)3 threefold symmetric b-trefoil
fold. In contrast, in the conserved architecture model, the
b4 peptide motif was hypothesized not to fold as an independent simple architecture, rather, it oligomerized as a
(b4)3 homo-trimer to produce a complete b-trefoil fold
(Fig. 1). A gene duplication and fusion event yielded a
tandem repeat of this motif, which also folded as a homotrimer to generate two intact, yet inter-connected (via some
form of domain-swapping) b-trefoil folds. A subsequent
gene duplication and fusion event involving a b4 motif
(either by partial duplication or duplication followed by
truncation) yielded the extant (b4)3 threefold symmetric
b-trefoil fold as a single polypeptide. Corresponding
structural details would hold for these alternative evolutionary models applied to other symmetric protein
architectures such as the b-propeller and (ba)8-barrel
symmetric protein folds. Whereas the emergent architecture model implies ‘‘simple gene, simple polypeptide
motif, simple architecture’’, the conserved architecture
model implies ‘‘simple gene, simple polypeptide motif,
complex architecture’’ (achieved via oligomerization);
thus, one primary distinction of the conserved architecture
model is that the extant symmetric architecture is a comparatively early evolutionary achievement enabling simple
genes to nonetheless code for structurally complex protein
folds. Experimental testing of such evolutionary models of
symmetric protein architecture is based upon characterization of the folding and structural properties of isolated
peptide motifs derived from extant symmetric proteins.

Experimental support for evolutionary models
of symmetric protein folds
The b-propeller fold

Two distinctly different types of models for the evolution
of symmetric protein architecture from a primordial peptide motif, via gene duplication and fusion processes, have
been proposed [23–29] and describe either an ‘‘emergent
architecture’’ or a ‘‘conserved architecture’’ evolutionary
pathway. The most detailed descriptions for the emergent
and conserved architecture evolutionary models were proposed simultaneously by Mukhopadhyay [23] and Ponting
and Russell [24], respectively, and each utilized the
b-trefoil as the example symmetric protein fold. In the
emergent architecture model for the b-trefoil fold a simple
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The b-propeller fold has rotational symmetry typically
involving 4–8 repeats (i.e., n = 4–8) of a (b4) structural
motif of *50 amino acids known as a ‘‘blade’’ (Fig. 2,
bottom of panel a). In addition to the variability in number
of repeating blade motifs, the sequence identity between
b-propeller proteins is often quite low, suggesting an
ancient protein fold. Fragmentation studies of a five-bladed
(C5 rotational symmetry) b-propeller (Tachylectin 2) by
Tawfik and coworkers yielded a tandem repeat of the
fundamental (b4) motif that oligomerized as a pentamer to
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Fig. 1 Comparison of emergent
and conserved architecture
evolutionary models (using the
threefold symmetric b-trefoil
fold as example) [23, 24]. A
fundamental difference between
these models is the ability of
simple peptide motifs to achieve
complex (symmetric)
architecture (via
oligomerization) in the
conserved architecture model.
Coloring is used to indicate
individual polypeptide chains.
The relative order of the
repeated domains A, A’, and A’’
is potentially variable and
dependent upon the particular
mechanism of duplication [18]

yield two integral copies of the (b4)5 b-propeller (Fig. 2,
panel a) and with two distinct domain-swapped arrangements [26, 30]. Further studies utilizing consensus
sequence analysis and random mutagenesis produced a
near-symmetric pentameric repeat of a 47 amino acid blade
subdomain that was soluble and exhibited lectin affinity
(indicating correct folding into a b-propeller) [21].
The (ba)8-barrel (TIM barrel) fold
The (ba)8-barrel (‘‘TIM barrel’’) fold has a symmetric
architecture with eightfold (C8) rotational symmetry of a
repeating (ba) structural motif of *35 amino acids comprising a central b-strand, reverse-turn, outer a-helix, and
reverse turn [31] (Fig. 2, bottom of panel b). Because of a
general lack of sequence homology, the ancestry of this

molecule is difficult to trace by sequence analyses alone
and is presumed to be a very ancient fold. The evolutionary
pathway of the (ba)8-barrel has been the subject of debate,
and arguments have been made in favor of both convergent
[32] and divergent evolutionary processes [33]. Kirschner
and colleagues demonstrated the ability of phosphoribosylanthranilate isomerase (PRAI; a (ba)8-barrel protein)
to efficiently fold with circularly permuted termini [34]
including the transposition of the last two (ba) motifs (i.e.,
(ba)7–8) onto the N terminus. Subsequently, wild-type
PRAI was fragmented to yield separate amino terminus
(ba)1–6 and carboxyl-terminus (ba)7–8 domains, which
were capable of stoichiometric assembly to yield an intact
functional enzyme [35]. These results raised the prospect of
subdomain oligomerization in the evolutionary pathway of
the (ba)8 barrel.
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Fig. 2 Experimental studies of the folding and structural properties
of simple peptide motifs derived from three common symmetric
protein folds and the relationship to plausible gene duplication and
fusion events in their evolution. a Tandem repeats of a *50-aminoacid (b4) motif from a five-bladed b-propeller fold [21, 26, 30];

b tandem and quadruplicate repeats of a *35-amino-acid (ba) motif
from a (ba)8-barrel fold [28, 35, 38, 59–61]; c single, tandem, and
triple repeats of a *40-amino-acid (b4) motif from a b-trefoil fold
[29, 47]. Coloring is used to indicate individual polypeptide chains

Sterner and coworkers in studying the molecular structure of the HisA and HisF (ba)8-barrel proteins of the
histidine biosynthetic pathway of Thermotoga maritima
noted a pronounced twofold structural relationship between
reverse turn regions of the N and C terminus half-barrels
[11]. This structural similarity led to the proposal of a
specific evolutionary pathway for the emergence of the
(ba)8-barrel architecture via gene duplication and fusion of
an ancient (ba)4-half-barrel. In later work published by this
group, it was hypothesized that this putative ancient
(ba)4-half-barrel was unlikely to have existed as an independently folding motif (due to exposure of hydrophobic
groups); thus, the (ba)4-half-barrel likely existed as a
homo-dimer forming an intact (ba)8-barrel [36]. A soluble,
stable, and cooperatively folding (ba)8-barrel protein with
an almost exact primary structure symmetry was constructed from duplicated C-termini (ba)4-half-barrels of
T. maritima HisF [37]. Working with Escherichia coli
N-(50 -phosphoribosyl)anthranilate isomerase (TrpF), a (ba)8barrel protein of the tryptophan biosynthetic pathway, and

evaluating circular permutations of (ba)4-half-barrels definitions, Akanuma and Yamagishi showed that a (ba)3–6half-barrel fragment could both autonomously-fold as a
(ba)4-half-barrel monomer and also oligomerize as a
homo-dimer [38]. Furthermore, a single polypeptide containing a tandem duplication of the TrpF (ba)3–6 sequence
yielded a stable monomeric (ba)8-barrel structure. These
results provide additional clues to the potential evolutionary process, indicating that (ba)4-half-barrels dimerized to
produce an intact (ba)8-barrel (although single (ba)4-halfbarrels could have existed as independent simpler structural motifs), and that circular permutation may have
occurred as part of the duplication and fusion process in the
emergence of the (ba)8-barrel.
Sequence analysis of the T. maritima HisF protein
suggests that its (ba)2-quarter barrel subdomains may have
a common evolutionary origin, and that the first (ba)2quarter barrel (HisF-N1) within this protein is the slowest
evolving and most conserved subdomain [28]. Expression
and refolding of the HisF-N2 subdomain yielded evidence
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for formation of a stable disulfide-linked (ba)8-barrel tetramer. Based upon these results, Sterner and coworkers
have proposed an evolutionary pathway for the (ba)8-barrel
architecture that involves two sequential gene duplication
and fusion events starting from a (ba)2-quarter barrel
subdomain, and describing a conserved architecture evolutionary model (Fig. 2, panel b).

The b-trefoil fold
The b-trefoil fold has threefold (C3) rotational symmetry
of a repeating (b4) structural motif of *40 amino acids that
forms an overall six-stranded b-barrel capped at one end by
three b-hairpins [8, 39, 40] (Fig. 2, bottom of panel c). As
with the b-propeller and (ba)8-barrel architectures, the
general lack of sequence homology between repeating
domains, as well as between different members of this
family, suggest it is an ancient fold [41, 42]. The b-trefoil
fold is widely held to have evolved via gene duplication
and fusion processes; however, within this framework both
an emergent architecture [23] and a conserved architecture
evolutionary pathway have been proposed [24] (Fig. 1).
Starting with fibroblast growth factor-1 (FGF-1), a
b-trefoil protein, Blaber and coworkers introduced cumulative symmetric constraint mutations, ultimately producing a
purely threefold symmetric primary structure that efficiently
folded into a thermostable b-trefoil architecture [29, 43–47].
Notably, all the intermediary mutations (14 total) in this
symmetric design also efficiently folded, demonstrating a
plausible pathway through foldable sequence space from the
extant (and highly asymmetric) FGF-1 protein to a purely
symmetric b-trefoil protein (representative of a putative
ancient form). Subsequent fragmentation of this threefold
symmetric b-trefoil protein into single (42-amino-acid) and
tandem (84-amino-acid) peptide motifs successfully yielded,
in both cases, spontaneously folding and thermostable homotrimer oligomeric b-trefoil folds (Fig. 2, panel c). Meiering
and coworkers [48] pursued a symmetric b-trefoil protein
design starting with ricin and utilizing a consensus sequence
computational approach. This effort yielded a soluble and
thermostable b-trefoil protein with exact primary structure
symmetry (although, subsequent fragmentation did not yield
foldable polypeptides). The central hydrophobic core packing group in the b-trefoil fold is formed from a set of 12–18
residues [48–50] and is postulated to be a key determinant of
the structural symmetry [42]. Notably, the symmetric solutions for the b-trefoil folds determined independently
starting from FGF-1 or ricin have an essentially identical
core-packing arrangement, suggesting the possibility of a
common ancestor for these b-trefoil proteins.

Informatics studies suggest repeated emergence
of b-propeller and b-trefoil protein folds
An informatics study of the evolution of the b-propeller
fold [51] concluded that this fold has risen repeatedly
throughout evolution by amplification of single blades (and
not dimeric or trimeric repeats). Underlying symmetry
(e.g., twofold or threefold within six-bladed propellers) is
not observed, suggesting that the evolutionary pathway
may be distinctly different from that of the (ba)8-barrel
(where evidence of an underlying twofold or fourfold
symmetry typically exists). This analysis also suggested
that the single ancestral blade may likely have had the
capacity to fold as an oligomer; although extant examples
of oligomeric assemblies yielding a b-propeller fold are
currently limited to a single example of a trimer of doublebladed units [52]. This analysis therefore implies a likely
evolutionary jump from a multi-bladed oligomeric structure to multiple (4–8) repeat arrangements within a single
polypeptide (involving multiple gene duplication and
fusion events within an evolutionarily brief period).
Assuming the hypothesis that a single ancestral blade had
the capacity to oligomerize is correct, the evolutionary
pathway of the b-propeller is consistent with a conserved
architecture model. Similarly, an analysis of the b-trefoil
fold by Meiering and coworkers [48] concluded that the
b-trefoil fold has arisen repeatedly throughout evolution
(and that this is an ongoing evolutionary process). The
mechanism of this emergence appears similar to the
b-propeller, in that single (or in some cases double) trefoilfold subdomains within existing b-trefoil proteins have
undergone duplication events spawning new b-trefoil proteins (as concluded from identity analyses between trefoilfolds within a single b-trefoil protein, and between the
trefoil-folds of different b-trefoil proteins). This proposed
‘‘modular’’ evolutionary process is also consistent with a
conserved architecture model.

Conclusions
Although it cannot be absolutely ruled out that symmetric
protein architectures emerged through a convergent evolutionary process (and not by gene duplication and fusion
events), the preponderance of experimental data, involving
several different symmetric protein folds, are consistent
with gene duplication and fusion evolutionary processes.
The folding of the tandem (b4)2 motif of the five-bladed
b-propeller protein Tachylectin 2 to form two intact fivebladed b-propeller folds supports a conserved architecture
model of evolution. Similarly, the folding properties of
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(ba)2-quarter barrel and (ba)4-half barrel domains of HisF
and TrpF also support a conserved architecture model for
evolution (although some evidence exists for soluble,
independently folded (ba)4-half barrel folds). The folding
properties of the single and tandem repeating (b4) b-trefoil
sub-domains are remarkably consistent with the hypothesized conserved architecture model of Ponting and Russell.
Overall, therefore, the above experimental studies,
involving three different symmetric protein folds, provide
broad support for a conserved architecture evolutionary
model. An important hypothesis emerging from these
results is that complex protein architecture is possible in
primitive organisms having a simple genome and capable
of encoding only comparatively small (i.e., 35–50mer)
peptides. However, no such examples of oligomeric
assemblies of simple peptides yielding b-propeller, (ba)8barrel or b-trefoil folds (as shown in Fig. 2) have been
identified in any extant proteome. Such architecture is
therefore postulated to represent an extremely primitive
type of protein structure, possibly preceding the LUCA of
bacteria and Archaea [28, 29].
If b-propeller, (ba)8-barrel and b-trefoil symmetric
protein architecture were present at an evolutionarily early
time point, then in one sense subsequent tandem duplication played no role in the evolution of these protein folds
per se—tandem duplication simply enabled the structure to
be contained within a single polypeptide chain. Tandem
duplication would, however, have enabled an increase in
the information content (i.e., Shannon’s entropy [53]) of
the architecture; in this sense, the conserved architecture
evolutionary model is not associated with conserved
entropy. Tandem duplication would subsequently also
enable markedly diverse functional evolution since it
would permit the emergence of asymmetry (and functional
adaptation) not possible in homo-oligomeric (i.e., purely
symmetric) assemblies. Furthermore, an intriguing aspect
of the conserved architecture evolutionary model for protein folds with odd number symmetry (i.e., Cn, n = 1, 3, 5,
7) is the potential for intermediate forms with multiple
integral folds (e.g., the dimer architectures observed for the
b-trefoil and five-bladed b-propeller folds in Fig. 2). These
would not be strictly identical domains as point mutations
would be unequally distributed throughout the twofolds
(Fig. 3). In such cases, the resulting physical proximity of
two related yet distinctly different proteins provides a
structural foundation for the emergence of efficient biochemical pathways (i.e., there would be a high local
concentration of both folds and a ‘‘metabolite’’ produced
by onefold could be efficiently bound yet differentially
acted upon by the second-fold) [11]. Thus, intrinsic to the
conserved architecture model for odd symmetry protein
architecture is an associated mechanism that potentially
supports the emergence of efficient biochemical pathways.
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Fig. 3 Intermediates in the conserved architecture evolutionary
model [24, 29] of the (five-bladed) b-propeller (top) and b-trefoil
folds (bottom) (see Fig. 2a, c). The star indicates the asymmetric
effect of a point mutation upon the two integral folds formed by
homo-trimer assembly. Coloring is used to indicate individual
polypeptide chains

The symmetric protein folds discussed above contain, as
fundamental repeating motifs, peptides that comprise
35–50 amino acids and encode (b4) or (ba) structural elements. Such structural motifs can be conceptually divided
further (e.g., the (b4) motif can be separated into two (b2)
b-hairpins). However, the oligomerization of such smaller
domains to construct the extant complex symmetric folds is
associated with a substantially increased entropic penalty.
Thus, an emergent architecture evolutionary pathway may
be more likely when generating the 35–50 amino acid
motifs from yet simpler polypeptides and represents a more
fundamental and major evolutionary step in the development of complex protein structure (Fig. 4).
Tracing the evolutionary pathway of symmetric protein
architecture back in time can be considered akin to a ‘‘topdown’’ approach to protein design [54] with the goal of
identifying a simple peptide motif having the capacity to
spontaneously self-assemble to achieve the desired target
architecture. Recent experimental work along these lines
has identified a 47-amino-acid peptide motif that can oligomerize (with limited asymmetry) to yield an intact
5-bladed b-propeller [55]; a 74-amino-acid peptide that can
oligomerize to yield an intact (ab)8-barrel [28]; and a
42-amino acid peptide that can oligomerize to yield an
intact b-trefoil [29, 47]. Typically, such solutions are
shown to be thermophile proteins [28, 48, 56]; thus having
the capacity to tolerate mutational change in order to
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Fig. 4 One possible evolutionary pathway leading from proteogenesis and simple peptide motifs, via gene duplication and fusion, to the
emergence of complex architecture present at the time of the LUCA. Coloring is used to indicate individual polypeptide chains

introduce novel function (at the expense of stability [57,
58]). Thus, elucidating protein evolutionary pathways can
also present new opportunities in de novo protein design.
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